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Welcome to Copenhagen  

Welcome on board as participant on our urban challenge programme. We hope you will have a great time in 

Copenhagen. The Urban Challenge programme is as much an academic summer program as a cultural and social 

exchange, and we therefore hope that you will ask your fellow students at Copenhagen Business School (CBS) to show 

you around and get to know some of the best local spots.  

 

You can also find inspiration for things to see and do here in Copenhagen through websites such as Visit Copenhagen, 

AOK or Yelp.  

 

On the following pages you will get a quick introduction to Copenhagen Business School, accommodation and 

suggestions for public transportation etc. 

 

Copenhagen Business School   

Copenhagen Business School is a leading international ‘Business University’ with a clear strategy for global 

development and internationalization. CBS takes great pride in its unique international profile – with more than 3,000 

foreign students as well as one-third of its faculty. We look forward to strengthening our international focus even 

further in the coming years.  

 

What does it take to tackle both large-scale societal and business challenges – like sustainability, international debt, 

technological innovation, or cross-cultural communication? At Copenhagen Business School, we believe that excellent 

teaching and research are needed to provide the sharpest analyses and insights.  

 

Since challenges often involve cross-intellectual boundaries, we believe that cross-disciplinary perspectives are 

important; our scale allows us to address problems from a diversity of angles. And we believe that open and 

collaborative partnerships are essential, with both researchers and other universities but also between students, 

businesses, public institutions, NGOs and policy makers.  

http://www.visitcopenhagen.com/copenhagen-tourist
http://www.aok.dk/english
http://www.yelp.com/search?find_desc=&find_loc=Copenhagen+&ns=1


 

 

 

 

Accommodation 
As a participant on our Urban Challenge programme you receive a student stipend of 275 euros to help you cover 

expenses for transport and accommodation. We are currently in contact with a number of hostels in order to give you 

the best offer for housing during your stay in Copenhagen – location and price wise. 

We have contacted the two hostels – Cabinn and Danhostel City. 

 

Cabinn – dates, prices and availability  
 
Dates 06.06-18.06 – 2016  

Standard 
 Standard single 560DKK 

Standard double 690DKK 
Standard triple 820DKK 
Standard quad 950DKK 
Commodore 

 Commodore single 645DKK 
Commodore double 775DKK 
Commodore triple 905DKK 
Commodore quad 1035DKK 

  

  Breakfast 
 Per person 75DKK 

 
 
 

Dates 18.07- 30.07-2016  

Standard 
Standard single 

Standard double 
Standard triple 
Standard quad 

 
Per room 

 
560 DKK 
690 DKK 
820 DKK 
950 DKK 

Commodore 
Commodore single 

Commodore double 
 

Per room 

645 DKK 
775 DKK 

Breakfast 
Per person 

75 DKK 

 

 

 

 

https://www.cabinn.com/en/hotel/cabinn-scandinavia-hotel
http://www.danhostel.dk/en/hostel/danhostel-copenhagen-city/group


 

 

Dates 15.08-27.08 

Commodore 
Commodore single 

Commodore double 
 

Per room 

645 DKK 
775 DKK 

Breakfast 
Per person 

75 DKK 

22.08-03.09 

Commodore 
Commodore single 

Commodore double 
 

Per room 

645 DKK 
775 DKK 

Breakfast 
Per person 

75 DKK 

 

 
Cancellation policy 

100 % free of costs with cancellations before 30 days before arrival  

50 % free of costs with cancellations before 20 days before arrival  

25 % free of costs with cancellations before 10 days before arrival  

 

Danhostel – dates, prices and availability  
No rooms available between June 6th and June 18th.  

Prices are per room per night. 

Single room 675 DKK  
Double room 690 DKK  
3 bed room 770 DKK 
4 bed room 825 DKK 
5-6 bed room 1195 DKK 
7-8 bed room 1555 DKK 
 

Transportation 
For most Copenhageners bikes are the preferred means for transportation. Copenhagen has one of the world’s best 

bicycle infrastructures with cycle tracts all over the city separating bicyclists from cars and pedestrians. 

We thereby recommend you to rent a bike during your stay as your fellow Danish students all commute on bikes as it 

is the most convenient, cheapest and quickest ways to get around the city.  

You can rent city bikes, with docking stations all over the city, or rent a bike through one of the many bike rentals in 

the city. We recommend Bike Rental Copenhagen as they have good deals (especially for groups) and bikes and are 

located in the heart of Copenhagen.    

For information about busses and local trains, please visit Rejseplanen (the Travel Plan).  

 

We look forward to meet you all here in Copenhagen.  

Best wishes, 

The Urban Challenge team at Copenhagen Business School  

http://bycyklen.dk/en/
http://www.bikerentalcph.com/
http://www.rejseplanen.dk/

